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Contents1 Abstrat 12 The Origin of Planetary Impators in the Inner Solar System 11 AbstratInsights into the history of the inner solar system an be derived from the impat ratering reord ofthe Moon, Mars, Venus, and Merury and from the size distributions of asteroid populations. Oldraters from a unique period of heavy bombardment that ended � 3:8 billion years ago were madeby asteroids that were dynamially ejeted from the main asteroid belt, possibly due to the orbitalmigration of the giant planets. The impators of the past � 3:8 billion years have a size distributionquite di�erent from that of the main belt asteroids but very similar to that of near-Earth asteroids.2 The Origin of Planetary Impators in the Inner Solar Sys-temThe Moon and all the terrestrial planets were resurfaed during a period of intense impat rateringthat ourred between the time of their aretion, � 4:5 billion years ago (Ga), and � 3:85 Ga. Thelunar ratering reord and the radiometrially dated Apollo samples have shown that the intensebombardment of the Moon ended at � 3:85 Ga; the impat ux sine that time has been at least anorder of magnitude smaller. The 3.85-Ga epoh might represent the �nal end of an era of steadilydelining large impats (the tail end of the aretion of the planets). However, it has also been arguedthat only a sudden injetion of impating objets into the terrestrial planet zone ould aount forthe abrupt end of the intense bombardment; thus, this event has been named the Late HeavyBombardment (LHB), or sometimes the Lunar Catalysm, to distinguish it from the prior �nalaretion of the planets at 4.5 Ga. Spei�ally, the lunar atalysm hypothesis [1℄-[3℄ postulates thatthe intense bombardment of the Moon lasted only a very short period of time, 20 to 200 million years(My) [2℄-[6℄. Reent results on the impat ages of lunar meteorites (whih represent a muh broaderregion of the lunar surfae than the Apollo samples) support this hypothesis [7℄-[9℄. Furthermore,the impat-reset ages of meteoriti samples of asteroids [10℄,[11℄ and the metamorphosing by impatshok e�ets at 3.92 Ga of the only known sample of the heavily ratered highlands of Mars, meteoriteAllan Hills 84001 [12℄, indiate that the LHB a�eted the entire inner solar system, not just the Moon.Identifying the soures of planetary impators has proven elusive. Dynamial models invoking bothgeoentri and helioentri debris and both asteroidal and ometary reservoirs have been proposed[13℄, but hemial analyses of Apollo samples of impat melts point to a dominantly asteroid reservoirfor the lunar atalysm [11℄. Here we provide evidene that the soure of the LHB impators wasthe main asteroid belt and that the dynamial mehanism that aused the LHB was unique in thehistory of the solar system and distint from the proesses that produe the ux of objets urrentlyhitting planetary surfaes.We examined the rater size distributions [14℄ of surfaes of various ages on the Moon, Mars,and Merury, using published data [15℄,[16℄ supplemented by new rater ounts (table S1). Of theterrestrial planets, only the Moon, Merury, and Mars have heavily ratered surfaes. These surfaesall have omplex rater size distributions (Fig. 1A). The urves for Merury and Mars are steeperthan the lunar urve at diameters less than � 40 km, beause plains formation has obliterated a1



fration of the smaller raters (�g. S1). Therefore, the lunar highlands urve best represents theshape of what we shall all the Population 1 rater size distribution.
Figure 1:The rater size distributions on the Moon, Mars, and Merury, shown as R plots [14℄. (A) Theurves for heavily ratered surfaes on the Moon (blue), Mars (red), and Merury (green). (B)The urves for younger surfaes on the Moon (blue) and Mars (red). The size distributions onyounger surfaes (Population 2) are di�erent from those for the old surfaes that represent the LHB(Population 1). The arrowheads represent lower limits of errors that are below the absissa.The rater urves for martian old plains east of the Tharsis region, old plains within the Hellasbasin on Mars, and plains within and surrounding the Caloris basin on Merury have the same shapeas the lunar highland urve over the same diameter range but with a lower rater density [17℄. Thelower rater densities imply that these older plains probably formed near the tail end of the LHB,� 3:8 Ga. For the younger surfaes, the rater size distribution urves are at and distintly di�erent(Fig. 1B). These inlude the lightly ratered (and hene younger) plains on Mars and the Moon,as well as fresh raters with well-de�ned ejeta blankets (Class 1 raters) on the Moon. This raterpopulation we all Population 2.The rater density on Venus (Fig. 2) is about an order of magnitude less than on Mars. Only youngraters are present, evidently beause older raters have been erased by multiple global resurfaingevents [18℄. Furthermore, small raters are sare on Venus beause its thik atmosphere sreens outsmall impators [19℄. Part of the Venus rater population onsists of lusters of raters (multiples)that result from fragmentation of the impating objet in the dense atmosphere. These omprise16% of all Venus raters (table S1). The size distribution of these multiples is also shown in Fig. 2,where the diameter is derived from the sum of the rater areas in the luster. The turnover of theurve for multiple raters does not our until diameters less than 9 km; at larger diameters, theurve is at. This, together with the muh lower rater density, strongly suggests that the impatingpopulation on Venus was the same as Population 2 on the Moon and Mars. It is also evidene thatthe turnover of the rater urve is indeed due to atmospheri sreening.
Figure 2:Size distributions of all Venus raters and, separately, multiple raters, ompared to raters onthe Mars Northern Plains (green). The downturn in the Venus urves (dotted blue lines) is due toatmospheri sreening of projetiles. The unsreened portions (red) are the same as Population 2 onMars.The two harateristi shapes of the rater urves in the inner solar system are summarized inFig. 3. We onlude that the terrestrial planets have been impated by two populations of objetsthat are distinguishable by their size distributions. Population 1 is responsible for the LHB, andPopulation 2 is responsible for impats sine the LHB period.2



Figure 3:These rater urves summarize the inner solar system ratering reord, with two distintly di�erentsize distributions. The red urves are Population 1 raters that represent the LHB period. The lowerdensity blue urves (Population 2) represent the post-LHB era on the Moon, Mars, and Venus. TheMars young plains urve is a ombination of the Mars Northern Plains and Mars young volanis.The Venus urve is a omposite of the prodution population for all raters greater than 9 km,inluding multiples in the range of 9- to 25-km diameter.A number of studies on the physis of impat ratering on solid bodies have derived projetile-rater saling laws. We used the Pi saling law [20℄-[22℄ to derive the projetile size distribution forPopulation 1 and Population 2 impators. We used the lunar highland rater urves as representativeof Population 1 and the martian young plains as representative of Population 2, as these providethe best statistis. (We did not inlude rater diameters greater than 500 km, beause of salingunertainties.) We assumed projetile parameters appropriate for asteroidal impats: a density of3 g m�3 (similar to basalti rok), an impat angle of 45o, and impat veloities of 17 km s�1 and12 km s�1 on the Moon and on Mars, respetively [23℄. We ompared these distributions (Fig. 4)to reent determinations of the size distributions of the main belt asteroids (MBAs) [24℄-[27℄ andnear-Earth asteroids (NEAs) [28℄. The size distribution of the urrent MBAs is virtually identialto the Population 1 projetile size distribution, as pointed out by Neukum et al. [29℄. This resultindiates that the objets responsible for the LHB originated from MBAs. Unless omets or Kuiperbelt objets have the same size distribution, these objets ould not have been major ontributorsto the LHB.
Figure 4:The size distributions of the projetiles (derived from the rater size distributions), ompared withthose of the MBAs and NEAs. The red dots (upper urve) are for the lunar highlands (Population1), and the red squares (lower urve) are for the Mars young plains (Population 2). The other olorsand point styles are for the asteroids derived by various authors: In the upper urves, the lightblue, the dark blue, and the green symbols are from Spaewath [24℄, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey[25℄, and the Subaru asteroid surveys [26℄, respetively; the blak dots in the lower urves are thedebiased LINEAR NEAs [28℄. An arbitrary normalization fator was applied to obtain the R valuesfor the asteroids. The MBA size distribution is virtually idential with Population 1 projetilesresponsible for the LHB rater reord. The NEA size distribution is the same as Population 2projetiles responsible for the post-LHB rater reord.The lose math between the urrent MBA size distribution and that of the LHB projetilesimplies that the main asteroid belt has remained unhanged in its size distribution over the past3.8 Gy. There are two possible interpretations of this result: Either ollisional proesses produeda steady-state size distribution in the main asteroid belt at least as early as 3.8 Ga, or the ollisionfrequeny in the main asteroid belt was drastially redued around 3.8 Ga.The mehanism responsible for ejeting asteroids from the main asteroid belt and into terrestrial3



planet-rossing orbits during the LHB had to be unique to the early solar system, beause there isno evidene for any event of similar magnitude in the inner planets' ratering history sine then.Furthermore, that mehanism had to be one that ejeted asteroids from the main belt in a size-independent manner, preserving the MBA size distribution in the inner planet impator population.This preludes size-dependent nongravitational transport proesses, suh as the Yarkovsky e�et,and instead impliates a dynamial proess, suh as sweeping gravitational resonanes, that is largelyinsensitive to asteroid mass.A dynamial mehanism involving the orbital migration of the giant planets is onsistent withthe above onstraints and explains the ongruene of the size distributions of the MBAs and thePopulation 1 projetiles. Suh migration of the outer planets is thought to have ourred on a timesale of about 107 to 108 years early in solar system history [30℄-[33℄, and it would have aused severedepletion of asteroids beause of orbital instabilities that ensued as strong gravitational resonanesswept aross the asteroid belt [34℄. This phenomenon would have aused the Moon and terrestrialplanets to be atalysmially bombarded by asteroids and iy planetesimals (omets) for a periodof 10 to 100 My [35℄. A reently proposed variation on the giant planet migration theory invokesthe hange in the eentriities of Jupiter and Saturn, if and when these planets passed througha 1:2 orbital resonane during their orbital migration [36℄. Suh a resonane passage would havedestabilized the planetesimal disk beyond the orbits of the planets, ausing a sudden massive deliveryof omets to the inner solar system. In this senario, the asteroid belt is also destabilized beause ofsweeping gravitational resonanes; together, these ause a major spike in the intensity of ometaryas well as asteroid impats on the inner planets [37℄.In either senario, the relative intensity of omets versus asteroids in the projetile populationof the LHB is not well determined by the published dynamial simulations. Beause the impatsignature in the rater reord in the inner solar system is asteroidal, we onlude that either ometsplayed a minor role or their impat reord was erased by later-impating asteroids.Both of these mehanisms predit a LHB lasting between � 10 My and � 150 My. Therefore,the LHB was a atastrophi event that ourred from � 3:9 Ga to 3.8 Ga. Beause of this, it is notpossible to use the rater reord to date surfaes older than � 3:9 Gy; the previous rater reord hasbeen obliterated by this event. The heavily ratered highlands of the Moon, Mars, and Merury thatregister Population 1 impats were resurfaed 3.9 Ga, although older rok relis may have survived.The size distribution of Population 2 projetiles (Fig. 4) is the same as that of the NEAs andquite di�erent from that of the LHB projetiles. Thus, NEAs are largely responsible for the rateringreord after 3.8 Ga. This result is ontrary to previous �ndings [38℄ that may have been based ondata unorreted for observational biases (f. 28) and analysis, based on umulative (rather thandi�erential) size distributions, that was not suÆiently sensitive to the di�erenes in the distributions.A plausible reason that the MBAs and the NEAs have suh di�erent size distributions is theYarkovsky e�et, whih auses seular hanges in the orbital energy of an asteroid beause of theasymmetri way a spinning asteroid absorbs and reradiates solar energy [39℄. Over a few tens ofmillions of years, the e�et is large enough to transport a substantial number of asteroids smallerthan 20 km in diameter into strong Jovian resonanes [40℄ that deliver them into terrestrial planet-rossing orbits. The magnitude of the e�et depends on the size of the asteroid: For diametersgreater than about 10 m, the smaller the asteroid, the larger the e�et. This explains why the NEAs(Population 2 projetiles) have relatively more small objets ompared to the MBAs. Beause theyounger post-LHB surfaes have been impated primarily by NEAs, the ages of these surfaes an bederived from the rater prodution rate of NEAs. However, the ages derived from the NEA impatswill be an upper limit, beause we do not know the omet rater prodution rate with any ertainty.Our results further imply that dating surfaes of solid bodies in the outer solar system using theinner planet ratering reord is not valid. Attempts have been made to date outer planet surfaeson an absolute time sale by assuming that the rater population found in the inner solar system is4
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